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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Interstate grain transfers taking place on the east, WA not likely to be called upon at this stage.

Dairy

Robust Asian import demand will support global prices through Oceania spring flush.

Beef

Forecast rainfall through October may be enough to stop the price fall.

Sheepmeat

Lamb prices strong but expected to ease as increased supply hits the market.

Sugar

Price outlook remains neutral for sugar despite some bullish factors developing.

Cotton

Bearish outlook remains for the ICE#2 as the new crop in the US starts to flow.

Wool

Wool offerings to remain strong and keep pressure on demand.

Wine

Emerging markets are once again playing a critical role in driving growth for wine companies.

Horticulture

Increasing premiums for organic produce in the US sustains a bright outlook for Australia’s organic fruit and veg
exports.

Fertiliser

The global urea price rallied through September, however Rabobank expects prices to start to temper into Q4.

FX

The narrow spread between US and Australian short-term rates suggests the Australian dollar is overvalued.

Oil

The global glut directed oil prices through a strong month, with all eyes on OPEC’s production for the next quarter.

Increasing Chances Of A La Niña In Late 2017
Australian rain deciles, September 2017

An extremely dry three months in NSW and Queensland is taking
its toll on the winter crop, which in some areas has also been hurt by
frost. Conditions are also turning quickly in Victoria, which after one
of its best starts to the season ever, are pinning hopes on rain in early
October to reach yields near what the season once promised. The late
season rain recovery in Western Australia continued through
September, minimising losses for some, where rains did not come too
late.
The Bureau of Meteorology is suggesting the possibility of a La
Niña developing late this year. Instances of La Niña forming late in the
year are rare, but a possibility. Sea surface temperatures have been
cooling in the central and eastern tropical pacific ocean since July. The
IOD (Indian Ocean Dipole) remains neutral, although the Bureau
expects influences in the broader Indian Ocean to take moisture
away from Australia. The Bureau also states that slightly drier
conditions in the Indian Ocean, could effectively cancel out slightly
wetter conditions in the Pacific ocean.

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

What to watch
•

Early harvest– Dry conditions in some parts of Australia have kick-started an early harvest. As we head further into October, rain will start to
damage the winter crop in areas where the crop has turned.

Slightly Wetter Three-Month Outlook
Chance of exceeding median rainfall,
October to December 2017

ENSO, IOD are both neutral

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2017

Late Rains Could Still Bring Tonnes for Some
Black Sea infrastructure constraints and deteriorating local wheat prospects supported global wheat
prices. They were up 7 percent this past month, to USc 448/bu. As the northern hemisphere winter
approaches, eyes will be on Black Sea ports freezing and further export capacity constraint.
The release of better than expected forecast Canadian spring wheat supply, up 6 percent, and a huge
hike in US spring wheat forecast supply, up 20 per cent, pressured high protein wheat prices this month.
The MGE – CBOT spread closed to USc 188/bu in early October, down 30 percent off August highs.
Rabobank’s 12-month CBOT outlook is unadjusted this month. Our forecast continues to be marginally
bullish with prices moving to USc 470/bu during 2017/18 and early 2018/19.
Locally, variability continues to be the theme of this year’s winter harvest prospects. While canola crops
are being grazed out in central NSW due to frosts and ongoing dryness, late September rains have
turned the season for many across the central WA wheatbelt.
East coast supply and demand dynamics have triggered interstate grain movement, especially for barley.
Record cattle numbers on feed continue to support feed barley prices, particularly at Brisbane
(AUD 325/tonne) and Newcastle (AUD 298/tonne). Our expectation is for strong barley prices to
continue based on strong demand and supply prospects being down on average.
Meanwhile, prices at Kwinana were stable during September, with consistent rains falling across key crop
areas boosting yield prospects. Well-supplied southeastern Australian ports mean prospects for WA grain
being called on to supply northern NSW and Qld are limited.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

AUD/USD –Rabobank’s current forecast is for the Australian dollar to find its way to USc 73 by
September 2018, with most of the movement occurring during Q2 and Q3 2018. Of course,
additional softening in coming months will be welcome news for Australian grain prices.

•

October rains – Variable rainfall throughout the season has heightened the requirement for rain
during grain fill. A fair proportion of this seasons yield prospects still hinge on rainfall in early October.

Its All About The Basis…… Still
Australian Wheat Futures and CBOT
Oct ‘16 - Oct ‘17

Australian APW Prices, Oct ‘16 - Oct ‘17
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Export Engine Warms Up
More concrete signs of sustained supply growth from major exporters means global prices have
peaked in the current cycle. While milk production across the export engine is in growth mode,
robust import purchasing from Chinese buyers is supporting prices in the near-term. The outlook
for global commodity markets is for a balanced market to continue.
Spring conditions remain mixed across the major dairying regions of Australia. National milk
production started the new season with July flows 0.8% higher year-on-year. Milk supply is expected
to continue to gain momentum through the season, but the rate of growth will be limited by low
levels of investment confidence and smaller herds.
A national butter shortage continues. While robust demand has contributed to the shortage, local
supply has been crunched following a 20% drop in output over past two seasons – equivalent to
18,000 tonnes. There appears to be no immediate end to the butter shortage.
Speculation surrounding the future of Murray Goulburn dominates headlines. Their Annual General
Meeting scheduled for 27 October looms as an important day, but may not provide all the
answers.
The Resource Manager for northern Victoria has again lifted 2017/18 seasonal determinations.
Major water storages continue to benefit from steady inflows. This will be welcome news for
irrigation farmers following a dry September.

What to watch

Dairy

•

A wet start to the New Zealand season. Bad weather has impacted the start of the New Zealand
season and markets continue to reassess the likely impact on full-year production. It is still early
days but a better Oceania spring peak could put some pressure on global prices.

•

Intervention buying is now closed in Europe. A massive stockpile of skim milk powder (around
380,000 tonnes) now sits in intervention stores across Europe with no clear plan how to liquidate
the overhang.

Global Prices Have Peaked in Current Cycle
Global dairy prices, 2013-2017
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Prices Continue their Downward
Path
After a slight rise in late August, prices continued their downward path through September. On
28 September, the EYCI had fallen to AUD 5.05/kg cwt. While most saleyard prices continued to
ease through September, over the hooks prices for sales direct to abattoirs tended to level out.
The ongoing dry conditions will continue to apply downward pressure to prices. However, if
the forecast rainfall that is expected through much of eastern Australia during October
eventuates, producers should be more willing to hold cattle, and prices should level out or
potentially pick up.
Slaughter numbers continue the year on year improvement, up 10% for the month of August at
677,200 head. Cattle slaughter for the year to date (August) is now only 3% down on the same
period in 2016. Dry conditions continue to push more cattle on to the market.
Exports continue their year-on-year growth, up 17% for the month of September to 87,902 tonnes
swt. The year-to-date total exports are now showing a slight (2%) increase on the same period in
2016. Japan, the US and China all experienced year-on-year growth for the month of September.
Live cattle exports remain low. The year-to-date numbers to August are down 32% on 2016
volumes. However numbers have started to pick up in August. Numbers of cattle to Indonesia
rose 2% year-on-year for the month of August.

What to watch

Beef

•

The skies. With many cattle-producing areas experiencing a very dry winter and early spring,
the forecast rainfall for October will potentially bring relief to many producers and stop the
decline in cattle prices. Without significant rainfall, many areas face a hot dry summer with a
low feed base which will mean prices falling further.

Prices Continue to Fall, Live Exports to
Indonesia on the Rise
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
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Prices Remaining Strong
Lamb prices continue to remain strong, bouncing around the six dollar mark. The ESTLI was AUD
6.03/kg cwt on 28 September, the same as the average price for the last three months. Although
volatile, restocker/feeder lamb prices averaged higher than AUD 6/kg. Similarly, trade and export
lamb prices averaged above AUD 6/kg for August and September. Prices of trade and export
lambs generally ease through October as increased supply hits the market.
Lamb slaughter continues to increase. August numbers (1.97 million) were 10% higher than
August 2016 and 10% higher than the five year average. Heavier slaughter weights also meant
that production (44,640 tonnes) was up 15% on the five year average. Reflecting drier conditions
sheep slaughter (668,200 head) has also increased, up 17% for August YOY and up 7% on the
five year average.
September exports of lamb continue to perform strongly, up 13% year-on-year. Total lamb
exports for the 2017 year to September are up 6% on 2016 volumes and at their highest level on
record. Exports to the Middle East, the US, and China all experienced year-on-year increases in
September. Mutton exports also increased in September, up 37% at 14,614 tonnes swt. The
markets of the Middle East, the US, and china all saw increases in the month of September.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

NZ lamb production for the 2016-17 season is estimated to be 2.4% down on the previous
year and expectations are for the 2017-18 year to be only slightly up (0.5%) on 2016-17 at
about 357,700 tonnes. Lighter carcase weights (average 18.5kg) offset the higher increase in
slaughter numbers, up 1.1% at 19.4 million head. Lower volumes of NZ lamb production will
support ongoing demand for Australian product.

Lamb Prices Stay Strong and Exports Set New
Records
Australian lamb exports for the year to date
September break new records
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Sugar Prices Struggle to Push Up
The sugar market has failed to sustain itself over USc 15/lb through the last month and the end of
September sits just below USc 14/lb or AUD 380/tonne. With the Australian dollar still holding
near to USc 0.80 and continued pressure on the sugar price, prices in AUD terms have averaged
12% lower quarter three than the prior quarter.
While there have been some bullish market f actors through the past month including some
hurricane damage to crops in the Caribbean, and some realised imports into India, increased
exports from Pakistan, a big EU crop, reduced imports by China, and an upward revision to
Brazilian output have all contributed to these bullish market factors failing to help prices push
through and remain above USc 15/lb.
Policy measures in Brazil have helped reduce the share of cane used for sugar through late August
and early September, however the sugar mix at 48% is still near to the top of the five-year range.
Unica’s forecast for the Centre South is now set to exceed last year’s output at 35.6m tonnes.
Rabobank has modestly lifted global surplus expectations to 4.5m tonnes for the 2017/18
season, but the price outlook for the next month remains neutral at Usc 14.5/lb for the average
in Q4.
The Australian sugar harvest has had another strong month of crushing. While the total volume of
cane will likely fall short of last year’s 36m tonne haul, higher sugar content should see sugar
production steady. Rabobank estimates between 4.7-4.8m tonnes of raw sugar will be produced.

What to watch

Sugar

•

Weather risk. At 4.5m tonnes, the projected deficit for 2017/18 is still rather modest. Any
weather-related development that might reduce expected output in a key country such as
Brazil, India or Thailand is a possible upside influence to price.

Sugar Prices Steady
ICE#11 sugar contract price, 2016-2017
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Cotton Ship Steadies
After a tumultuous month in August, September saw the cotton market steady somewhat,
however Rabobank’s outlook is maintained for near-term volatility as the US crop is picked.
Losses from hurricanes Harvey and Irma are still not yet accounted for, with the USDA again
surprising the market lifting their forecast for the US cotton crop to 21.76m bales in the September
WASDE report, an 11-year high.
Under Rabobank’s worst case scenario for crop damage from the two major weather events, 800,000
bales would have been damaged or lost. This still leaves a crop of more than 21m bales and thanks
to increased acres and yields, is larger than expectations prior to the hurricanes landing.
Rabobank’s 12-month forecast maintains a bearish outlook for the ICE#2 with the forecast for the
next six months at an average of USc 65/lb. Export commitments out of the US have been
exceptionally strong however probable quality impacts on the US crop, much-improved Indian
cotton harvest and increased competition from other exporters as the new crop starts to flow in Q4
and early 2018 are driving our bearish price expectations.
The Australian 2017/18 season is getting underway, and as dry conditions have persisted through
much of NSW during the past month, dryland planting will likely be limited. Irrigated planted acres
are still expected to help drive production of near 4 million bales. Increases to water allocations in the
Murrumbidgee will help the Southern region’s planting to represent nearly 20% of the total area.

What to watch

Cotton

•

Polyester prices have been lifting in the last two months, assisted by the increase in
oil prices. This bringing the ratio of cotton/synthetic fibres closer may help to boost
mill demand.

Bearish Outlook for Global Cotton Maintained
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ICE #2 Futures

ICE #2 Rabobank Forecast

While weather risk is currently driving volatility in the cotton market, Rabobank’s forecast
is maintained for prices to soften in early 2018.

Merino Prices Down but Not Out
Wool prices are modestly down from early September, with the Australian Eastern Market Indicator
finishing September at 1522 AUc/kg having retraced the gains from the post recess rally. All merino
types are back from their August highs although it needs to be noted that prices for merino types still
remain in the 90th percentile or better.
This persistent strength of merino wool prices has continued to attract large offerings to auction as
growers look to take advantage of the near record price levels. 9 percent more wool has been offered
for the season to date. Wool offerings are forecast by AWEX to remain strong through October, and
this will continue to test the demand at these historically high price levels.
There have been some weeks through the last month with higher pass in rates, as the larger offerings
allowed buyers to be more discerning. There was also some price support in late September thanks to
the slight weakening of the Australian dollar, which fell to 0.78c. Any further softening of the Australian
dollar will help provide some support to prices.
Crossbred wool has also lost ground on gains made in August . Wool broader than 30micron is still
struggling to lift and again the 32m indicator fell below 400 AUc clean at the time of writing.
Exports in the 2017/18 season began as they ended the previous season with strong exports into all
major markets. July’s exports were up 13% compared with the same month in 2016, and the value of
those exports reflecting the market strength up 26% YOY. Exports to China continued to be strong, up
8% on last year, however shipments to Italy, Czech Republic, and second largest market (India) were
lifted some 41%, 30%, and 24% respectively.

What to watch

Wool

•

Polyester prices have been lifting in the last two months, assisted by the increase in oil prices.
This will help to bring the ratio of fibre prices back from their historically wide gaps.

EMI Marches Higher
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The Australian Eastern Market Indicator reached a record high, breaking A1,600 AUc/kg clean during the last month.

Growth Returns to Emerging
Markets
For wineries in many traditional wine-producing countries, emerging markets have been a
challenging cocktail of attractive growth opportunity mixed with volatility and uncertainty.
In the latest report from its global beverage team, Rabobank states that China remains the most
attractive emerging market option by far for most wine exporters.
But despite the dominance of China, Rabobank believes that savvy wine marketers are also
achieving interesting market growth in other emerging markets.
By way of example, in 2013 E&J Gallo began putting significant marketing support behind the
Carlo Rossi brand in the Philippines, and these efforts appears to have been extremely successful.
Unusually, one of the keys to success of Gallo in the Philippines has been its focus on aspirational
middle class women. While men demonstrably consume more alcohol than women in
emerging markets, that gap actually declines as income rises (where culture and religion allow).
As emerging market economies improve, marketing to women represents an important
growth opportunity for wine marketers.

What to watch


Wine

US wine imports. US inventories were tight after light harvests in 2015 and 2016, and
the 2017 crop is unlikely to expand enough to significantly change this. Limited
supply in the local market is pushing US wine companies to source from abroad –
bringing potential opportunities for Australian wine exporters.
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China at the Forefront of Emerging Market
Growth in Wine Imports

Organic Market Update
Driven by a combination of retailer preferences, regulatory constraints and consumer-driven
demand, organic fresh produce volumes will continue to expand for the foreseeable future. The
trend is spreading through the supply chain as well. The number of certified organic fruit processors
grew from 18% in 2015, to 22% to 2016, having the highest proportion of organic of any food
processing industry.
At the farm level, given the increased yield risk relative to conventional production, there must be
an adequate premium to offset that risk. It seems the Australian consumer’s valuation of organic is
safe, if not growing, with 61% of shoppers purchasing organic fruit and vegetables at least once in the
last year. Of the regular organic shoppers, 38% indicated they increased the percentage of their
household goods budget spent on organics from 2015 to 2016. Organics are more often sought in
fresh produce than in any other food sector, and this market penetration is expected to increase.
Organic horticulture exports increased last year, up 17% in overall tonnage from 2015 to 2016. The
growth was shared between all continents and reflects increased consciousness of the perceived
health and environmental benefits of organic produce across the globe.
The US is the leading destination for Australia’s organic fruit, vegetables and herbs, consuming
45% of horticultural exports in 2016. This is a 13% increase on the previous year. While Rabobank
research shows an expansion of the price premium between organic and conventional production in
US markets from 2008 to 2016 for most types of fresh produce, many have instead weakened in 2017
to date. Lettuce, cauliflower, apples, and blueberries are all now closer in price to their conventional
counterparts.

What to watch

Horticulture



Water on hand is basically adequate for most growers to get through the forthcoming
season, with current prices for fresh produce affected by oversupply in the market due to lack
of rain. We forecast this position to ease as the season progresses, with a return to normal
prices expected.

Price Premiums Grow in Australia’s Major
Organic Destination
Price premium percentage between organic and conventional produce in the US,
2008-2010 and 2014-2016

Source: USDA AMS, Rabobank 2017

Most horticultural crops show an expansion of price premium between 2008 and 2016. As the largest destination for
Australia’s organic fruit and vegetable exports, the US market continues to offer an attractive opportunity for Australia’s
organic producers.

Bearish View Toward Urea Rally
After a relatively subdued six months in global urea markets, prices rallied during
September, with Urea ex Middle east up 28 percent MOM (USD 290 /tonne); its highest
point since July 2015. Market bulls have been encouraged by new tenders from India and
Ethiopia. Rabobank holds a more bearish view, with the key fundamentals pointing to
a well supplied market, and with no sudden movement in currency and energy
prices expected, we expect urea prices to temper.
Global DAP prices were stable during September, with DAP ex US Gulf NOLA rising 2
percent MOM. We expect prices to rise slightly heading into Q4, with price pressure on
the supply front. Following Hurricane Irma, some US production was slowed, while
production cuts have been announced in China and new phosphate production has been
delayed.
Global potash prices were also stable, with MOP ex Vancouver only falling by USD 1/tonne
to USD 216/tonne in early October. We are expecting a slight fall in global potash prices
moving into Q1 2018, largely driven by extra supply from Canada.
While some late nitrogen applications are taking place in southern areas, farmers are now
looking for an advantageous time to commit to fertiliser purchases for the 2018/19 season.

What to watch

Farm Inputs

•

AgTech Acquisitions: In early September, John Deere announced the acquisition
of Blue River Technology, a machine learning start-up, specialising in ‘see and spray’
technology. This signals John Deere’s intentions to advance quickly in this area, and
apply this technology to their products.

Global Urea Rally Expected to Temper
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Drivers of local retail prices, including global benchmarks, exchange rate, and shipping rates are expected to remain
favourable for end users.

Talk of US Tax Reform and Rate
Rises Pushes AUD Lower
The AUD slid against the USD through most of September. At 78.6 US cents on 4 October, it sat
almost 1 US cent lower than a month prior.
Most of the movement in the cross rate appears to have come from drivers from the US side.
Not only did Fed Chair Yellen this week heighten market expectations regarding the chances of
another rate rise in December, but US Republicans have finally outlined a tax plan to support their
pledge of putting into law a key piece of fiscal reform this year. With these developments front of
mind, the USD benefitted from short-covering as the market questioned whether this year’s dollar
downtrend had extended too far.
Despite the Fed’s recent guidance, we remain sceptical about the prospects of another rate rise
by the end of the year. Not only is inflation proving to be stubbornly low, but Fed Vice Chairman
Fischer (who retires next month) will not be voting in forthcoming policy meetings. This reduces
the chances of a hawkish outcome.
Nonetheless, with the current narrow spread between US and Australian interest rates,
suggesting the AUD is overvalued against the greenback, and the US likely to hike rates before
Australia (even if some time off), we look for the AUD to soften to around USc 73 by September
2018. We expect most of the softening to be evident in the second half of that period.

What to watch

FX

•

•

US tax reform legislation. Overall, we (and many others) remain sceptical as to whether the
Trump Administration can push through a key legislative success before next year’s mid-term
elections, never mind by the end of the year. If this proves to be the case, some of the recent
optimism behind the US currency may wane.
The 19th Chinese Communist Party Congress in October. Markets are waiting to see what
reforms emerge.

Australian Dollar Loses Ground
Australian/US dollar Cross Rate
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Oil and Freight at 12-month Highs
September was looking to be a show-stopping month for both Brent Crude oil and the Baltic
Dry Index. There were gains of 12% and 27% respectively within the first three weeks of
September, until a dramatic change in direction on 25 September.
The global oil glut is still directing the market and while inventories are reducing, it’s at a
slower rate than expected. Oil production rebounded quickly following Hurricanes Harvey and
Irma, which eventuated into very little disruption to markets. Prices rose on the back of
brightening demand prospects and signals that OPEC will intensify output cuts, however news
of OPEC nations adding 120,000 barrels a day in September saw a rapid market retreat towards
the month’s end. All eyes will be on compliance, with production cuts within OPEC for the next
quarter. Brent crude oil is down to USD 56.12/bbl at the time of writing.
The Baltic Dry Index (BDI) broke the 1,500 mark on 24 September, a height not seen for three
years. Demand for ore and coal shipping drove growth in Capesize prices, feeding China’s
appetite for raw material imports from Australia, Brazil, and South Africa. However, this level
was only sustained for two days, before retreating with the biggest single-day drop in four
months to sit at 1,356 at the time of writing. Looking forward, the high rate of shipbuilding
orders is a significant threat to the dry bulk market’s recent strength.
Wholesale diesel prices were on the rise through September. The average Sydney terminal
price for diesel gained over 6 cents per litre through the month, up to USD 1.17 on 3 October.
This is around 10 cents per litre higher than this time last year.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

US energy firms have cut the number of operating oil rigs through September. The oil
rig count acts as an early indicator of future output, and is facing a second month of
losses. This comes in reaction to the soft oil prices through June and July. It is unlikely any
rigs will come back online in response to recent price gains until OPEC’s verdict on the
state of the market in January 2018.

New Heights in Oil and Freight Markets
Baltic Dry Index,
October 2016 – October 2017
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 3/10/2017
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